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 Abstract: A memetic algorithm in computer science and functional research an extension of the traditional genetic algorithm. 

Multiple target Memetic Algorithm for Design Improvement. The study of memes sees magical ideas as a kind of virus that 

sometimes spreads beyond fact and logic. Its pronunciation: Survival beliefs do not have to be true, survival rules are not fair, and 

survival rituals are not necessary. The term mimetic algorithm was first coined by Moscow (1989) to describe population-based 

hybrid evolutionary mechanisms integrated with local purification techniques. Magic the study of information and culture in terms 

of its analogy with Darwinian evolution. Spiritualists describe this as an approach to evolutionary models of cultural interactions. 

Mimetic describes how to successfully propagate an idea, but it may not be true. Evolutionary methods are Based on the concepts 

of biological evolution. The 'population' of possible solutions to the problem will be created first, and each solution will be 

evaluated using a 'fitness function'. The population develops over time and identifies the best solutions. Differential evolution is a 

population-based Meet Heuristic search algorithm that improves the problem by repeatedly improving a candidate solution based 

on the evolutionary process. Such algorithms make little or no assumption about the basic optimization problem, and genetic 

programming is a domain-independent system that quickly explores enormous design gaps and builds genetically multiple 

computer programs to solve a problem. In particular, genetic programming converts the population of a computer program into 

new generation programs using analogies of naturally occurring genetic functions. My metric algorithm in computer science and 

functional research is an extension of traditional genetics. Algorithm this will provide a good enough solution to an optimization 

problem. This reduces the chance of pre-joining using local search technology. Gene algorithms are commonly used to develop 

advanced solutions for biologically motivated operators, i.e. mutations, shortcuts and selective updates and search issues. Starting 

with the basic process of a genetic algorithm - creating an initial population estimate - we evaluate each member to calculate 

‘fitness’ for population and personal preference - we want to continue to improve our overall fitness. The study of population 

memes sees magical ideas as a kind of virus that sometimes spreads beyond fact and logic. Its pronunciation is that survival beliefs 

do not have to be true, survival rules are not fair, and survival rituals are not required. The advantages of genetic systems 

integration are global optimization. A large package solution provides many solutions that require less information in space. 

Probability in nature is the genetic representation using chromosomes. Biometric algorithms are one of the latest research areas in 

evolution. The term MA is now used in conjunction with evolution or a population-based approach to local development practices 

for individual learning or problem. 

1. Introduction 

  Memetic is an approach to communication evolutionary models based on Mim's concept. The mimicry theory allows us 

to believe that the peace thus created is at the expense of the victim of violence and is built on lies about the victim's guilt 

and the innocence of society. Such studies do not allow measuring memes but provide valuable evidence for future 

experimental design. To observe individual memes, it is necessary to measure changes in brain function that occur 

simultaneously in multiple areas of the brain. In the book, the philosopher argues that creating the art of imitating the people, 

places and events around him is a natural human stimulus. Aristotle's mimicry concept is not only hypocritical, it is an 

additional poetic code and structure that can be understood by the audience from a research work. Makes new neural 

connections in the brain. Memes already exist Became a widespread cultural phenomenon on the Internet. Because of this, 

some critics say it reduces the "real" meaning created by Richard Dow Kings and reduces cognitive function. Increasing or 

decreasing certain functions associated with the package refers to the range of options available in a given situation. The 

function allows you to compare different choices to determine what is “best”. In our daily lives, we benefit from the use of 

mathematical optimization algorithms. For example, with GPS systems, shipping companies deliver packages used by 

financial institutions, air booking systems, and more to our homes. Gene algorithm (GA) is a method for solving controlled 

and uncontrolled optimization problems. Natural selection process that reflects biological evolution. 

2. Memetic algorithm 

Moscow Norman defined the memetic algorithm and coordinated local search in GAs to improve. Search intensity. MAs 

deals with demographic horticultural search approaches for case-specific local searches that reveal practical success, and 

oversees the classification and genetic selection of various problem domains known as MAGS for approximate solutions. 

[1]. MAGS is based on the embedded approach to attribute selection, which is closely related to the classification selection 
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process. The strength of MAGS is that it relies on synergy generated by integrating a specific crossover operator and a 

dedicated local search process, both of which are guided by SVM-related information. Classification [2]. 

 
FIGURE 1. Memetic algorithm 

   We have provided a memetic algorithm for MACOL and graph colorization. The proposed algorithm integrates several 

original features. First, we propose an adaptation that introduces the distance between two Q-colors [3]. Compared with non-

memetic algorithms with memetic algorithms [4]. To increase the efficiency of the logistics network. An efficient multi-

objective my metric algorithm has been developed to detect a set of non-dominant solutions. The most powerful versions of 

the memetic algorithms were obtained by process-intensified descent shortcut and mutation applied to each initial solution. 

For some classical optimization problems, memetic algorithms are currently the best solution [5]. Diameter end variables, as 

well as pipe system, connection requirements are imposed. There are other meta-heuristic approaches, including simulated 

annealing. SA and MSATS are local search based methods. The only solution in the search process [6]. 

3. Optimization 

  Meta-heuristic algorithms based on ant food search behavior were first known in 1999 as Ant Colony Optimization. 

Introduced by Tarico and the newly organized ant colony optimization, the real ant colony will be looking for food. [7]. 

Procedures based on genetic method, mountaineering method and mimetic algorithm have been demonstrated to improve the 

mechanical parameters of the grinding process. The application of extraordinary optimization is to learn the relationship 

between a polynomial network and the cutting parameters such as cutting speed, feed per axis and axial cutting depth. [8]. 

Algorithms that combine progressive methods with population-based solutions addition methods are classified as mimetic 

algorithms. [9]. The purpose of supply chain upgrade issues is to reduce the total Supply chain. However, as environmental 

protection is of concern to the public, the green supply chain, due to its minimal impact on nature, is seriously considered as 

a solution to this concern. [10]. Multi chromosome cramping is available to combat MSTSP, including genetic predisposition 

(MCC-GA). Key-based ant colony structure and ecological genetic algorithm (NGA) encryption solutions on the MCC-GA 

chromosome. Many pheromone groups find different solutions. If the ants find the best and unique solution, it will now form 

according to the pheromone matrix solution. Ants are found separately in different pheromone groups [11]. 

4. Genetic Algorithm 

  The genetic algorithm was introduced in 1971 by John Holland, a mechanism-based random search technique. These are 

called random solutions, which reflect the theory of biological evolution in general purpose optimization planning, 

production planning, tax balance, record development and process development. Goldberg proposed the most common and 

effective form of GA [12]. Genetic algorithm and random local search. The goal of the proposed method is to improve the 

MA + SVM properties of the string database in binary digits. The length of the string is equal to n, where n is its numeric 

characteristic [86]. Despite the genetic mechanism, there are two major problems with the genetically ambiguous link in the 

mine [13]. The algorithm approach in memory is applied to each new one created at the end of the local optimization genetic 
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algorithm. [14]. With different with traditional point-to-point descent and ascent search techniques, GA begins with a set of 

random solutions called demographics. Every solution in the population is called a chromosome. In each generation, GA 

works Genetic functions such as cross-linking and mutation Selected chromosomes produce offspring to produce the next 

generation. In each generation, these chromosomes develop and develop for better fitness [15]. The genetic algorithm Nan 

particles are integrated and used to create optimal parameters for the milling process. Orthogonal sequence was tested to 

obtain economic response measurements [16]. 

5. Parameters Optimization 

  The location of the parameters in SVMs is often considered complex, and SVMs are MAs are interested in justifying the 

use of parameters optimization. If however, some works related to MAs in the SVMs parameter update the literature [17]. 

Parameters optimization, method succeeds in high quality solutions. Parameters are also generated. Two versions of the 

method are evaluated and compared in some datasets taxonomies for data classification. The MA + SVM hybrid system 

provides competitive results with optimal parameters and high quality solutions. [18]. Improving parameters in SVMs. 

Concept of proposed biometric algorithms. In the proposed PSO-PS based MA, PSO is used to explore the global search 

space for parameters, and sample search is appropriate to play the role of local exploitation, simplicity, flexibility, and 

strength [19]. Optimal process parameters derived from the method are insensitive to environmental variability, increasing 

the number experiments by increasing the process parameters. [20]. Excellent parameters for SVR, which is implemented to 

predict system load. The load calculation algorithm is based on SVM and the genetic algorithm is generally a high 

calculation radical solution. [21]. 

6. Evolutionary algorithms 

  Evolutionary mechanisms, biologically modified optimization algorithms are not controlled by the domain of input 

parameters, and improvements by the Memetic Evolution algorithm [22]. My Metric Algorithms MA-owned algorithm is 

based on population-based optimization problems. Operators improve their view of hybrid genetic mechanisms, or genetic 

propagation, MAs hybrid evolutionary mechanisms [23]. Basic built-in file well evolution algorithm (NBLEA) provided for 

SMD1-SMD12. The algorithm provided good integration for uncontrolled problems, but its performance was limited to 

controlled problems, and they proposed an advanced evolutionary method called the two-stage evolution algorithm in the 

BLEAQ. In the BLEAQ, the calculated cost is reduced by estimating the approximate values of the downstream optimal 

variables instead of the full base search. The results depend on the accuracy of the final solutions [24]. Evolutionary methods 

have been widely proposed for solution, many problems of development in reverse scattering are unknown, and various 

processes of genetic engineering have been used in the code of genetic drivers. In fact, one of the key features of a genetic 

algorithm is the possibility of application what is mentioned. Processes [25]. However, it is more appropriate to use the new 

version of the evolutionary method than proposed. In fact, when considering functional evolution at the local minimum cost, 

there are several optimization problems in the widely proposed reverse scattering for the evolution algorithm solution. In 

fact, one of the key features of a genetic mechanism is the ability to use specific processes. However, the use of the new 

version of the evolutionary algorithm is the most appropriate proposed application. In fact, the amylometric algorithm, when 

considering only functional evolution internally minimum cost [26]. 

7. Conclusion 

  Improving parameters in SVMs. Concept of proposed biometric algorithms. In the proposed PSO-PS based MA, PSO is 

used to explore the global search space of parameters and the ability, simplicity, flexibility and strength of sample search to 

play the role of local exploitation. Are not controlled by evolutionary mechanisms., Biologically modified optimization 

algorithms. Domain Renewal Issues and Mimetic Evolution Algorithm Input parameters belong to MA based on population-

based optimization issues. Operators Hybrid Genetic Algorithms or Genetic Local Church, MS Hybrid Evolution Algorithms 

The basic built-in file is provided with a well-developed algorithm (NBLEA). For SMD1-SMD12. Genetic algorithm and 

random local search. Ambition The proposed method is to upgrade the MA + SVM properties of the string database to binary 

digits. The length of the string is equal to n, where n is its number properties characterized by the algorithms that combine 

the advanced methods with the population-based solution. addition methods. The purpose of supply chain upgrade issues is 

to reduce the total supply chain. MAGS are based on the embedded approach to the written test, it is closely related to the 

classification Selection process. The strength of MAGS is that it relies on synergy generated by integrating a specific 

crossover operator and a dedicated local search process, both of which are guided by SVM-related information. 

Classification. 
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